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Post-Conference Sunday Morning Workshops
Why Methodology Matters 9am - 10:30am
Presented by Associate Professor Liz Mackinlay
Answering this fundamental question requires the researcher to create a thread that links
an understanding of epistemology with choices of methodology and beyond. Associate
Professor Liz Mackinlay will provide insight into method and methodological choices in this
practical workshop that will leave participants with a clearer understanding of their identity
as researcher.
Participants are invited to bring a brief sentence describing their project and their research
questions to the session. This session will be beneficial for students at any stage in their
candidature.

The Ethical Considerations of Research 11am - 12pm

In a companion session to the previous workshop, the ethical considerations of
undertaking research will be explored. Again designed to provide practical understanding
and insight into the research process the workshop will cater for students at any stage of
their research.

Sunday 14
August
9am - 12pm
Room 506
Bldg 24
Morning tea
provided please notify of
any dietary
requirements
when

registering.

Click here to
register

October Workshops
Working with Qualitative data, Saturday 1st October 10am – 12pm
Presented by Dr Sam Sellar and Professor Bob Lingard
This workshop will focus on qualitative interview data and will examine the questions of
what are data, what data should be selected and collected, how to understand the interview
situation, how to analyse the data, and how to represent the data. The workshop will involve
presentations by Sam and Bob, as well as time for: (1) practical data analysis activities in
groups; (2) discussion about different ways of working with data; and (3) discussion of
some contemporary issues in qualitative research. While the focus will be on interview
data, the issues covered will also have relevance for students working with other forms of
qualitative data. Two required readings will be provided to participants ahead of the
workshop.

Details and
registration for
this workshop
will be advised
closer to the
date.
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